We survey barrier penetration by quantum tunneling for four cases: nonrelativistic point particles, scalar fields, relativistic point particles, and DBI branes. We examine two novel features that arise for DBI brane tunneling: the rate can sometimes increase as the barrier gets higher; and the instanton "wrinkles". We show that these features can be understood as the effect of the quantum sea of virtual brane-antibrane pairs. This sea exponentially augments the decay rate, with possible cosmological consequences.
We will survey barrier penetration by quantum tunneling for four cases: nonrelativistic point particles, scalar fields, relativistic point particles, and DBI branes. We will discover two novel features that arise for DBI brane tunneling (and indeed already for relativistic point particles): the rate can sometimes increase as the barrier gets higher; and the instanton "wrinkles". We will show that these features can be understood as the effect of the quantum sea of virtual brane-antibrane pairs, and that this sea exponentially augments the decay rate. This work finds application in cosmology by providing an effective description of transitions in the landscape of string vacua [1] . We will see that DBI tunneling combines the complications of Coleman tunneling (see Fig. 1 ) and those of relativistic point particle tunneling, with no additional complications thrown in. A potential with a metastable minimum (the "false vacuum" at x f ) and a stable minimum (the "true vacuum" at x t ). The escape point, x e , has the same energy as the false vacuum. Since we are ignoring the effects of gravity throughout, we are free to set V f = 0.
The tunneling rate of a nonrelativistic point particle is given by the Euclidean action of an instanton interpolating in Euclidean time from the false vacuum x f to the escape point x e . In particular,
The most probable escape path -the instanton -minimizes the Euclidean action and is found by solving the Euler-Lagrange equation and integrating.
This tunneling has two notable features, which are inherited by Coleman tunneling.
1. The higher the barrier, the slower the tunneling.
2. The Euclidean velocityẋ is kept finite throughout the instanton (witness Eq. 2) by the interplay, in Eq. 1, of the slowing 
Coleman tunneling
These calculations directly generalize, with one subtlety, to the tunneling of scalar fields in Minkowski space [2] . The subtlety is that the analogue of
) so a scalar field cannot homogeneously tunnel from φ f to φ e : the Euclidean action would scale with the spatial volume. Instead the instanton describes the inhomogeneous nucleation of a "bubble" of approximately true vacuum separated from the false vacuum by a "wall" whose field value interpolates between them. The bubble must have zero energy (U[φ b ( x)] = 0), and so must be large enough that the decrease in energy from its true-vacuum interior can compensate for the surface tension in the wall. The instanton has O(4) symmetry, so in four dimensional spherical polar coordinates we have
This differs from the point particle expression in two conventional ways (x(τ) → φ (ρ), the rescaling to eliminate the 'm') and one substantive way (the appearance of the volume factor ρ 3 ). However, if the barrier is tall and thin, then the zero-energy bubble is much larger than its wall is thick (the "thin wall" regime), so the volume factor is effectively constant throughout the wall. We can then solve analytically for the instanton shape and the decay rate
Relativistic point particle tunneling For relativistic electrons in an electrostatic potential V , the tunneling rate (which may soon be experimentally measured in graphene [3] ) is given by the Euclidean action of an instanton, Γ ∼ e −2S E , which we compute by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations and integrating
Eq. 7 can be brought into standard form by redefining V (x) → V (x) + mc 2 , but our form makes it clear that for small barriers (V mc 2 ) we recover the nonrelativistic results. However, for tall barriers we have two novel features.
1. For V (x) > mc 2 , tunneling gets faster with increasing barrier height.
2. As V (x) → mc 2 ,ẋ becomes infinite (the V (x) term in Eq. 7 overwhelms the mc 2 1 +ẋ 2 /c 2 ). The profile of the instanton, from integrating Eq. 8. Unlike the non-relativistic case (see Fig. 3 ), the tunneling electron apparently goes backwards in Euclidean time (the instanton "wrinkles"). We interpret the segment of the instanton where this happens (i.e. between x 1 & x 2 → V (x) > mc 2 ) as a positron going forward in time.
We can interpret this behaviour in terms of positron-assisted tunneling. For sections of the potential where V (x) > mc 2 , rather than an electron tunneling forward across the barrier, it is favourable to create a virtual pair on the true vacuum side of the barrier and have the positron tunnel backward (see Fig.  5 ).
To see that this is correct, consider the contribution to the Euclidean action (Eq. 7) incurred crossing a segment of the barrier x to x + dx. To traverse the segment with an electron, the effective potential is V (x); to traverse with a (oppositely charged) positron, the effective potential is −V (x), plus 2mc 2 from having to pair create. Positrons are favoured exactly when V (x) > mc 2 .
Seen in this context the two novel features of relativistic tunneling are easy to understand.
1. Those parts of the barrier with V (x) > mc 2 are traversed not by an electron, but by a positron. Positrons, being oppositely charged, actually prefer higher V (x).
2. The "wrinkling" (see Fig. 4 ) of the instanton is nothing more than the familiar fact that a positron may be interpreted as an electron going backwards in time. Figure 5 : Positron-assisted tunneling. The electron at x f starts to tunnel up the barrier. A virtual pair is created at x 2 , and the positron tunnels to x 1 and annihilates the initial electron. Meanwhile, the electron created at x 2 tunnels to x e where it appears as the physical electron.
We then have three regimes (with a distracting subtlety when V t < V top − 2mc 2 < V f ):
V top −V f < mc 2 → electron tunneling mc 2 < V top −V f < 2mc 2 → electron tunneling assisted by virtual electron-positron pair. 2mc 2 < V top −V f → Schwinger production of real electron-positron pairs. Whenever this can happen, it dominates (and renders meaningless) tunneling.
Brane tunneling
We combine the lessons of the last two sections to discuss the tunneling of DBI branes.
Here φ (x) is a four dimensional field providing an effective description of the embedding of the brane in a higher dimensional target space. f (φ ) −1 is a warp factor that can depend on φ -though the novel features we will discuss appear already for constant f −1 . Just as for scalar field tunneling, the false vacuum decays by nucleating bubbles of true vacuum, and in the thin wall regime we can give analytic expressions for the shape of the instantoṅ
and for the decay rate
, where
Just as for electron tunneling, however, we recover the two novel features related to virtual pair creation. For V top > f −1 the optimal decay route makes use of a virtual brane-antibrane pair. For V top > 2 f −1 a real brane-antibrane pair is created. Notice that the brane pairs, real or virtual, are not created homogeneously -the Euclidean action of such a creation would scale with the spatial volume. Instead a spatial cross section through the pair gives two coincident three-balls, joined at the bounding twosphere. Comparing Eqs. 6 & 12, brane decay is always faster than Coleman decay in the same potential, with the deviation vanishing for small barriers (V f −1 ). The quantum sea of virtual brane-antibrane pairs exponentially augments the decay rate.
